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Over thirty years ago, economists Vincent Crawford and Joel Sobel introduced the concepts of
strategic information transmission (SIT) and cheap talk in their seminal Econometrica paper, as a way
of understanding how information is strategically revealed (or not) by agents whose interests are
only partially aligned. This theory has had tremendous success in explaining situations ranging from
advertising to expert advice sharing, and many extensions of the original SIT model and the broader
“principal-agent” class of problems have been extensively studied in the economics literature since.
However, despite its superficially obvious connection with communication and information theory, SIT
has so far received very little attention from the engineering community.
In this talk, I will present a similar strategic communication paradigm where the better-informed
transmitter communicates with a receiver who makes the ultimate decision concerning both agents.
While the economists have extensively studied the Nash equilibrium variant of this problem, the more
relevant Stackelberg equilibrium, referred as Bayesian Persuasion in the Economics literature, enables
the use of communication/information theoretic tools to analyze the engineering problem. I will
briefly mention several examples of our recent work on various applications of this theory ranging
from the "price of transparency" in machine learning to (mis)-information spreading games over
cyber-social networks in the presence of confirmation bias.
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